
Sample Searches Used in the 
NoveList Training Modules  
 
Search #1: Using a favorite author to find a 
similar book 
 
Scenario: My mother really enjoys books by Carolyn G. Hart 
because they are not violent or racy. Can you help me find some other 
"gentle" mysteries like Hart's? 
 

1. Click the "For Readers" tab. (Before doing a search, you will want to 
see if there is an Author Read-alike on this author.) 

2. Select the Author Read-alikes link. 
3. Since the authors are listed alphabetically, you can either scroll down 

to the "H's" or use the index to jump down to that part of the list. 
4. There is an Author Read-alike for Carolyn G. Hart, so select the link 

and read it, print it and/or e-mail it. 
 
~~~~~ Suppose there had not been an Author Read-alike? ~~~~~ 
 

1. Click on the "Search Our Database" tab. 
2. Select "Find a Favorite Author" as your search strategy. 
3. Enter the author name, "Carolyn G Hart."  You can click Adult at the 

reading level if you desire. 
4. Click the Search button. NoveList will display all titles by Ms. Hart in 

alphabetical order.   
5. Select the link for one of the titles, such as April Fool Dead.  NoveList 

will display the title record for the book. The title record shows you 
everything that NoveList "knows" about the title including subject 
headings, full text reviews, links to other materials, etc. 

 
From the title record, you can click on the subject headings that are of 
interest to you and then click "Subject Search." 
 

6. Because our reader is looking for a "gentle mystery" (remember our 
scenario?) she checks the subject heading "Cozy mystery stories" to 
find other books in this subgenre. The reader could also select 
additional subject headings of interest. 

 
The Search Results page displays. Searching on "Cozy Mystery Stories" 
returns over 400 titles in this sub-genre. 
 
Wrap up: You can print or e-mail the search results by selecting the "Print" 
or "E-mail" link at the top of the results list.  You can add one or more titles 
to a personal list by selecting the "Add" link to the right of the title.  If you 
select a title and view the title record, you can e-mail or print the specific 
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record, as well.  Finally, you can save your personal list by using the Sign In 
to My NoveList feature (you will be prompted to log in when you try to save 
the list). 
 
 
Search #2: Finding a book by author 
 
Scenario: A fiction reader tells you that she wants to find a romance author 
that a friend of hers really enjoyed and recommended. The author wrote a 
series of titles that involved time travel in Scotland. The author's first name 
is Diana and the last name is "Gaba - something."  
 

1. From the home page, click on the "Search Our Database " tab. 
2. Select a search strategy - "Find a Favorite Author" in this case - by 

clicking on its link.  
3. Enter the search criteria in the Find box. In this scenario, you know 

only part of the author's name (the search criteria) and are unsure of 
the spelling, so you can use an asterisk as a wildcard like this: gaba*. 
Since you are looking only for adult-level titles, select Adult in the 
Select Levels section of "Limit Your Results." Click the Search button to 
perform the search. 

 
What You See (the search results): 
NoveList displays all the titles by the author you entered at the level(s) 
selected. 
 

4. Select a title from the list by clicking on the title link. For this scenario, 
select Outlander. 

 
What You See (the title record): 
The title record for the book displays. This is everything NoveList "knows" 
about your title. 
 
Where You Can Go from Here: 
From this point there are many directions you can take your search. You can: 
 

 read the subject headings and reviews in the title record to confirm 
that this is the title you are looking for; 

 click the link under "Series Name" to view and/or print a list of all titles 
in the entire series;  

 return to the original search results (all titles by this author) if you 
want to browse through other titles by Gabaldon; 

 View and select subject headings from Outlander and search on those 
subject headings to find additional books of interest;  

 or, to find other books like Outlander, click the "Find Similar Books" 
button at the top of the title record page (more detail about the "Find 
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Similar Books" feature is available in Search #3: Finding a book by 
title; steps 7-9). 

 
 
Search #3: Finding a book by title 
 
Scenario: A reader is looking for a mystery she read last year titled Storm 
Track, by a woman author whose name she doesn't remember. She would 
like to read the book again and also find other books like it. This reader 
particularly liked that the book was a mystery with a woman protagonist and 
was set in North Carolina. 
 

1. Click on the "Search Our Database" tab. 
2. Select a search strategy - "Find a Favorite Title" in this case - by 

clicking on its link. 
3. Enter the search criteria - the title of the book - in the Find box and 

limit your results, if desired, before clicking the Search button. In this 
scenario, Storm Track is entered. Click the Search button to perform 
the search. 

 
What You See (the search results): 
NoveList displays your title OR a list of titles that contain the words you 
typed in the Find box. In this scenario, the title you are looking for is 
displayed. 
 

4. Select your title by clicking on the title link. 
 
What You See (the title record): 
The title record for the book displays. This is everything NoveList "knows" 
about your title. 
 

5. Click "Find Similar Books" (the button at the top of the title record 
page) to find other books like this one. 

6. After clicking the Find Similar Books button, click the Search button to 
get a new list of books relevancy ranked by their matches with the 
subject headings for your title. The reader can browse this list to find 
new books to read.  

 
Alternative Steps for a More Focused Search: 
To limit the results of your search for similar books, follow steps 1-5 above 
and continue with these alternative steps: 
 

7.  After clicking the Find Similar Books button, remove all checks from 
the Desired column by clicking the Clear button. 

8. Select the subject headings that most appeal to you (or to the reader 
you are assisting). In our scenario, the reader selects "Mystery stories, 
American" and "Women detectives" as Required subject headings; 
this means the search will retrieve ONLY titles containing both these 
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subject headings. Our reader also selects "North Carolina" as a 
Desired subject heading. All titles containing at least one of the 
headings checked in the Desired column will be retrieved. 

9. Click the Search button to get a new list of books relevancy ranked by 
their matches with the subject headings chosen by the reader. Notice 
that titles including both "Mystery stories, American" and "Women 
detectives" (Required subject headings) as well as "North Carolina" 
(Desired subject heading) appear at the top of the list. 

 
 
Search #4: Finding a series in NoveList 
 
Scenario: A friend has heard about a series of books called the House of 
Niccolo. The books are all set in Europe during the 15th century. You read 
the series a while ago and do not remember all the titles in it (and there may 
be additional titles that you have not read). 
 

1. Click on the "Search Our Database" tab. 
2. Select a search strategy - "Find a Series Name" in this case - by 

clicking on its link.  
3. Enter the search criteria - the series title - in the Find box and limit 

your results, if desired, before clicking the Search button. For this 
scenario, 'niccolo' is entered. Click the Search button to perform the 
search. 

 
What You See (the search results): 
If the word(s) you entered are in more than one series, NoveList will display 
a list of series names that meet the criteria. In this example, because we 
entered "niccolo," NoveList displays a list of two different series that have 
"niccolo" in their names ("House of Niccolo" and "Niccolo Benedetti 
Mysteries"). 
 
NOTE: In some cases, particularly with mystery series, typing in the name of 
the main character (e.g., Kay Scarpetta) will retrieve the list of all titles in 
the series. If you don't know the title of the series as a whole but do know 
one of the book titles within it, you can also find your series by using the 
"Find a Favorite Title" search. A title record that is part of a series will have a 
link to the listing of all titles in the series (under "Series Name," almost 
halfway down the title record page). 
 

4. For this scenario, we are looking for "House of Niccolo" by Dorothy 
Dunnett so we clicked that link to view that series. NOTE THAT THE 
SERIES IS LISTED IN SERIES ORDER!  

 
Still Can't Find Your Series? 
We work very hard to provide you with the best information available on 
fiction titles for readers of all ages. Even with our best efforts we know that 
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we will on occasion miss a series or a title that belongs in a series. If you 
cannot find a series in NoveList or find a title missing from a series, please 
contact us with this information (every page in NoveList has a "Send 
Feedback" link in the left sidebar; every message received is reviewed and 
used to prioritize corrections and additions to the database). 
 
 
Search #5: Using the Describe a Plot search 
 
Scenario: A young reader comes to the reference desk looking for a book he 
has read before and wants to read again – but he can't remember the title or 
author of the book. He describes the story to the librarian: it is about a boy 
living on his grandfather's farm who tries to save the farm with winnings 
from a dog sled race he enters. 
 

1. Click on the "Search our Database" tab.  
2. Select a search strategy - "Describe a Plot" in this case - by clicking on 

its link.  
3. Enter the search criteria in the Find box and limit your results, if 

desired, before clicking the Search button. For this scenario, the words 
"boy," "grandfather," "farm," and "race" are entered in the Find box. 
Select Children's and Easy as the reading levels in the "Limit Your 
Results" box. Click the Search button to perform the search.  

 
What You See (the search results): 
NoveList displays a list of books whose title records contain all or some of the 
words you entered. The list is relevancy ranked, which means that the titles 
with the best match to all your search terms are at the beginning of the list. 
In other words, a large number of titles may be displayed, but the ones most 
likely to interest you will appear on the first page or two of results (similar to 
results from a web search engine). 
 

4. Show the results list to the young reader. In our scenario, he was 
looking for the book Stone Fox by John Reynolds Gardiner. 

 
Using Describe a Plot to find a particular book when its title and author are 
unknown will not always work this well (this scenario is an actual example of 
an interaction between a librarian and a reader), but can be a good starting 
point for helping readers in this situation. 
 
NOTE: In this scenario we chose to limit the reading level of results to 
Children's and Easy. If you are not certain what reading level you want, or 
where the particular book for which you are searching is shelved, run the 
search without limiting your results. NoveList will then return titles at all 
levels. 
 
Some Examples of Descriptive Words: 
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Genre - mystery, adventure, westerns, love stories, fantasy 
Character - women detectives, Indians, eleven year old boys, brothers, 
African-Americans, mothers and daughters 
Time Periods - sixteenth century, Victorian, colonial roman, prehistoric 
Events - civil war, world war II, depression, gold rush 
Themes/Subjects - courage, moving, survival, bible, wilderness, animals, 
awards (Newbery, YALSA, etc.) 
Setting - south, Ohio, England, Boston, Africa, northwest 
 
 
Search #6: Using a Boolean search 
 
Scenario: A patron would like a list of some of the most popular mysteries 
written in 2004.  
 

1. Click on the "Search Our Database" tab.  
2. Select a search strategy — "Boolean Search" in this case — by clicking 

on its link.  
3. Enter a descriptive word in the Find box — "mystery" for our scenario 

— and use the adjacent drop-down menu ( ) to select what field you 
want searched for that word. For our scenario, subject is selected 
because we want to search subject headings to find mysteries.  

4. Set any desired limiters (reading level, publication date, etc.). For this 
scenario, we selected Adult level and entered a publication date range 
of 2004 to 2004 to retrieve only mysteries (for adults) published in 
2004. Click the Search button.  

 
What You See (the search results): 
NoveList displays a list of books whose title records satisfy your search 
criteria. However, this search result contains over 700 titles of mysteries 
published just in 2004. In order to help your patron find "the most popular" 
titles, re-sort the list using the Popularity Sort.  
 
View the re-sorted list. Popularity rankings are given to the titles that have 
sold the most in libraries and bookstores across the country. 
 
 
Search #7: Article and List search 
 
Scenario: A teacher is working up a unit for her class on bullying and wants 
to see what NoveList has on the topic. 
 

1. Click on the "Search our Database" tab. 
2. Select a search strategy — "Article and List Search" in this case — by 

clicking on its link. 
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3. At the Article and List Search page, enter a descriptive word, author or 
book title in the Find box. For this scenario, "bullying" is entered in the 
Find box.  

 
Note that you can select the type of article that you search for. The 
default is "All Types" but you can click on the drop-down menu ( ) and 
select a specific type of list or article to search for to further limit your 
search. For our example here, we are searching through all of the types of 
articles. 

 
4. Click the Search button.  

 
What You See (the search results): 
A list of articles or lists that match your search criteria is displayed.  


